
Tips, Tricks and Advice from your local “IT Guru” 

This month I want to talk to you about some things I have mentioned before. The first is upgrading to a new PC. I 
talked about this a while ago, but please don’t underestimate the amount of work and time involved in moving to 
a new PC. There are a lot of old PC’s out there running older versions of Windows that are coming to the end of 
their life. So whether you upgrade to Window 10 or a Mac system, you are looking at quite a big change. Most of 
the programs you are used to using will have changed substantially, or are entirely unavailable on modern 
systems, and there may not be an easy upgrade path. The biggest problem I have come across is with email and 
associated contact addresses. If you are using a server based system such as Outlook.com, BT Yahoo or Gmail, 
then you should be fine, but if you use an email client to download mail to your PC, then there might be some 
additional work involved. There is no easy way to move all your old emails and addresses to the built in email 
client of your new system. It is possible, but it’s time consuming and complicated. The other thing to be wary of is 
the sheer amount of data people have nowadays. I am finding more and more people with over 100 gigabytes of 
pictures and music, and this can take quite a few hours to copy across to a new system. So, if you are moving to 
a new system then you should be prepared for a bit of work. Also, be prepared to upgrade some other hardware 
as well, printers and scanners may not work with more modern computers. However, don’t be to disheartened, 
for most people it’s, at most, a mornings work, and the benefits of a fast modern system makes it worth the effort. 

Another subject I have covered before relates to who should be looking after your computer system. I am 
constantly coming across systems that have been rendered almost beyond repair by well meaning meddlers. 
Just because your neighbour’s child spends all day playing on a computer, it doesn’t mean they should be 
trusted to work on your precious data. After all, you wouldn’t let the kid over the road with the loud stereo and go 
faster stripes on his Citroen work on your family car’s brakes, would you? I can almost understand it with home 
systems, where there is always a need to watch costs, but I am amazed that there are businesses where they 
depend on one of the employees’ children for ICT support because, “they do ICT at school!” 

On a different track, this is the time of year that many companies announce new hardware, and this year is no 
exception. Samsung, HTC and LG have all released high end phones that look to have raised the bar for devices 
running the Android operating system. The Samsung Galaxy 7 and 7 Edge are getting rave reviews in the tech 
press and the LG and HTC devices, while not as well received, have some interesting features that make them 
worth a look. Apple has released a new iPad, a smaller 9.7 inch version of the 12 inch Pro. This takes the 
existing iPad and adds support for the Apple Pencil and has a very fast processor. It also has the option of an 
attachable keyboard, making it quite a powerful system in a very small and light package. Apple also released a 
new (sort of) iPhone. The iPhone SE is designed for people who dislike the trend for bigger phones. It gives you 
all the features of the bigger models in a 4-inch package. If I was being cynical, I would say Apple was just trying 
to use up some old parts as it really is the iPhone 5s with better internals, but if you want a modern, powerful 
smartphone in a small form factor, then this really is the only option. Oh, and did I mention it was cheap too? 
Well, compared to the bigger models anyway! 

If you have any questions or anything you would like me to cover in this column, email me at look@4-
11consultants.co.uk 

 David runs 4-11 Consultants, a local company specialising in home and small business computer problems and 
can be contacted on 01206736161 


